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Python for Everybody is designed to introduce students to programming and software
development through the lens of exploring data. You can think of the Python
programming language as your tool to solve data problems that are beyond the
capability of a spreadsheet.Python is an easy to use and easy to learn programming
language that is freely available on Macintosh, Windows, or Linux computers. So once
you learn Python you can use it for the rest of your career without needing to purchase
any software.This book uses the Python 3 language. The earlier Python 2 version of
this book is titled "Python for Informatics: Exploring Information".There are free
downloadable electronic copies of this book in various formats and supporting materials
for the book at www.pythonlearn.com. The course materials are available to you under
a Creative Commons License so you can adapt them to teach your own Python course.
Get a comprehensive, in-depth introduction to the core Python language with this handson book. Based on author Mark Lutz’s popular training course, this updated fifth edition
will help you quickly write efficient, high-quality code with Python. It’s an ideal way to
begin, whether you’re new to programming or a professional developer versed in other
languages. Complete with quizzes, exercises, and helpful illustrations, this easy-toPage 1/31
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follow, self-paced tutorial gets you started with both Python 2.7 and 3.3— the latest
releases in the 3.X and 2.X lines—plus all other releases in common use today. You’ll
also learn some advanced language features that recently have become more common
in Python code. Explore Python’s major built-in object types such as numbers, lists,
and dictionaries Create and process objects with Python statements, and learn
Python’s general syntax model Use functions to avoid code redundancy and package
code for reuse Organize statements, functions, and other tools into larger components
with modules Dive into classes: Python’s object-oriented programming tool for
structuring code Write large programs with Python’s exception-handling model and
development tools Learn advanced Python tools, including decorators, descriptors,
metaclasses, and Unicode processing
This open access book offers an initial introduction to programming for scientific and
computational applications using the Python programming language. The presentation
style is compact and example-based, making it suitable for students and researchers
with little or no prior experience in programming. The book uses relevant examples
from mathematics and the natural sciences to present programming as a practical
toolbox that can quickly enable readers to write their own programs for data processing
and mathematical modeling. These tools include file reading, plotting, simple text
analysis, and using NumPy for numerical computations, which are fundamental building
blocks of all programs in data science and computational science. At the same time,
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readers are introduced to the fundamental concepts of programming, including
variables, functions, loops, classes, and object-oriented programming. Accordingly, the
book provides a sound basis for further computer science and programming studies.
The user-friendly, object-oriented programming language Python is quickly becoming
the most popular introductory programming language for both students and instructors.
This updated Second Edition of Python Programming in Context provides a
comprehensive, accessible introduction to Python fundamentals. An ideal first language
for learners entering the rapidly expanding field of computer science, Python gives
students a solid platform of key problem-solving skills that translate easily across
programming languages. Building on essential concepts of computer science, and
offering a plenitude of real-world examples, Python Programming in Context, Second
Edition offers a thorough overview of multiple applied areas, including image
processing, cryptography, astronomy, the Internet, and bioinformatics. The text’s
emphasis on problem-solving, extrapolation, and development of independent
exploration and solution-building provides students with a unique and innovative
approach to learning programming. Python Programming in Context, Second Edition is
the ideal introductory text for those delving into computer programming. Key Features Utilizes Python 3 - Provides a clear, accessible, and skill-focused approach to
programming with Python - Contains problem sets based on real-world examples and
problem-solving rather than language features - Offers a variety of exercises that
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develop independent skill-building and exploration - Every new copy of the text is
packaged with full student access to Turing's Craft Custom CodeLab. Customized to
match the organization of the text, CodeLab offers students hands-on Python
programming experience with immediate feedback. - Accompanied by a full suite of
instructor support material, including solutions to the exercises in the text,
downloadable source code, PowerPoint Lecture Outlines, and a complete Test Bank.
Python Programming in ContextJones & Bartlett Publishers
The easy way to learn programming fundamentals with Python Python is a remarkably
powerful and dynamic programming language that's used in a wide variety of
application domains. Some of its key distinguishing features include a very clear,
readable syntax, strong introspection capabilities, intuitive object orientation, and
natural expression of procedural code. Plus, Python features full modularity, supporting
hierarchical packages, exception-based error handling, and modules easily written in C,
C++, Java, R, or .NET languages, such as C#. In addition, Python supports a number
of coding styles that include: functional, imperative, object-oriented, and procedural.
Due to its ease of use and flexibility, Python is constantly growing in popularity—and
now you can wear your programming hat with pride and join the ranks of the pros with
the help of this guide. Inside, expert author John Paul Mueller gives a complete step-bystep overview of all there is to know about Python. From performing common and
advanced tasks, to collecting data, to interacting with package—this book covers it all!
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Use Python to create and run your first application Find out how to troubleshoot and fix
errors Learn to work with Anaconda and use Magic Functions Benefit from completely
updated and revised information since the last edition If you've never used Python or
are new to programming in general, Beginning Programming with Python For Dummies
is a helpful resource that will set you up for success.
An excellent supplement to Computer Science Illuminated, as well as a superb primer,
Computer Science: The Python Programming Language offers a clear introduction to
this user-friendly language. This overview describes the fundamentals of the interactive
Python environment, the structure of Python programs, how Python supports objectoriented programming, and much more. Beginning programmers will be relieved that
this modern programming language is not only easy to learn but easy to use as well!
The book serves as a first introduction to computer programming of scientific
applications, using the high-level Python language. The exposition is example and
problem-oriented, where the applications are taken from mathematics, numerical
calculus, statistics, physics, biology and finance. The book teaches "Matlab-style" and
procedural programming as well as object-oriented programming. High school
mathematics is a required background and it is advantageous to study classical and
numerical one-variable calculus in parallel with reading this book. Besides learning how
to program computers, the reader will also learn how to solve mathematical problems,
arising in various branches of science and engineering, with the aid of numerical
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methods and programming. By blending programming, mathematics and scientific
applications, the book lays a solid foundation for practicing computational science.
From the reviews: Langtangen ... does an excellent job of introducing programming as
a set of skills in problem solving. He guides the reader into thinking properly about
producing program logic and data structures for modeling real-world problems using
objects and functions and embracing the object-oriented paradigm. ... Summing Up:
Highly recommended. F. H. Wild III, Choice, Vol. 47 (8), April 2010 Those of us who
have learned scientific programming in Python ‘on the streets’ could be a little jealous
of students who have the opportunity to take a course out of Langtangen’s Primer.”
John D. Cook, The Mathematical Association of America, September 2011 This book
goes through Python in particular, and programming in general, via tasks that scientists
will likely perform. It contains valuable information for students new to scientific
computing and would be the perfect bridge between an introduction to programming
and an advanced course on numerical methods or computational science. Alex Small,
IEEE, CiSE Vol. 14 (2), March /April 2012 “This fourth edition is a wonderful, inclusive
textbook that covers pretty much everything one needs to know to go from zero to fairly
sophisticated scientific programming in Python...” Joan Horvath, Computing Reviews,
March 2015

"Python Programming in Context, Third Edition is designed for the undergraduate
programming course using the Python language. It can also be utilized at the
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high school level. Despite being an older title, Python Programming in Context is
still extremely popular, especially as the usage and interest in Python as a
programming language continues to grow. At SIGCSE 2018, it was the third most
requested title. Currently 81 schools use the second edition of this title"-Python Programming in Context, Third Edition provides a comprehensive and
accessible introduction to Python fundamentals. Updated with the latest version
of Python, the new Third Edition offers a thorough overview of multiple applied
areas, including image processing, cryptography, astronomy, the Internet, and
bioinformatics. Taking an active learning approach, each chapter starts with a
comprehensive real-world project that teaches core design techniques and
Python programming while engaging students. An ideal first language for
learners entering the rapidly expanding field of computer science, Python gives
students a solid platform of key problem-solving skills that translate easily across
programming languages.
A user-friendly, object-oriented language, Python is quickly becoming the favorite
introductory programming language among students and instructors. Many find
Python to be a more lucid language than Java but with much of the functionality
and therefore the ideal first language for those entering the world of Computer
Science. Python Programming in Context, Second Edition is a clear, accessible
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introduction to the fundamental programming and problem solving concepts
necessary for students at this level. The authors carefully build upon the many
important computer science concepts and problem solving techniques throughout
the text and offer relevant, real-world examples and exercises to reinforce key
material. Programming skills throughout the text are linked to applied areas such
as Image Processing, Cryptography, Astronomy, Music, the Internet, and
Bioinformatics, giving students a well-rounded look of its capabilities.
Praise for Core Python Programming The Complete Developer's Guide to Python
New to Python? The definitive guide to Python development for experienced
programmers Covers core language features thoroughly, including those found in
the latest Python releases–learn more than just the syntax! Learn advanced
topics such as regular expressions, networking, multithreading, GUI, Web/CGI,
and Python extensions Includes brand-new material on databases, Internet
clients, Java/Jython, and Microsoft Office, plus Python 2.6 and 3 Presents
hundreds of code snippets, interactive examples, and practical exercises to
strengthen your Python skills Python is an agile, robust, expressive, fully objectoriented, extensible, and scalable programming language. It combines the power
of compiled languages with the simplicity and rapid development of scripting
languages. In Core Python Programming, Second Edition , leading Python
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developer and trainer Wesley Chun helps you learn Python quickly and
comprehensively so that you can immediately succeed with any Python project.
Using practical code examples, Chun introduces all the fundamentals of Python
programming: syntax, objects and memory management, data types, operators,
files and I/O, functions, generators, error handling and exceptions, loops,
iterators, functional programming, object-oriented programming and more. After
you learn the core fundamentals of Python, he shows you what you can do with
your new skills, delving into advanced topics, such as regular expressions,
networking programming with sockets, multithreading, GUI development,
Web/CGI programming and extending Python in C. This edition reflects major
enhancements in the Python 2.x series, including 2.6 and tips for migrating to 3.
It contains new chapters on database and Internet client programming, plus
coverage of many new topics, including new-style classes, Java and Jython,
Microsoft Office (Win32 COM Client) programming, and much more. Learn
professional Python style, best practices, and good programming habits Gain a
deep understanding of Python's objects and memory model as well as its OOP
features, including those found in Python's new-style classes Build more effective
Web, CGI, Internet, and network and other client/server applications Learn how
to develop your own GUI applications using Tkinter and other toolkits available
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for Python Improve the performance of your Python applications by writing
extensions in C and other languages, or enhance I/O-bound applications by
using multithreading Learn about Python's database API and how to use a
variety of database systems with Python, including MySQL, Postgres, and SQLite
Features appendices on Python 2.6 & 3, including tips on migrating to the next
generation!
Complete recipes spread across 15 chapters to help you overcome commonly
faced issues by Python for everybody across the globe. Each recipe takes a
problem-solution approach to resolve for effective Python. Key Features Develop
expressive and effective Python programs Best practices and common idioms
through carefully explained recipes Discover new ways to apply Python for datafocused development Make use of Python’s optional type annotations Book
Description Python is the preferred choice of developers, engineers, data
scientists, and hobbyists everywhere. It is a great language that can power your
applications and provide great speed, safety, and scalability. It can be used for
simple scripting or sophisticated web applications. By exposing Python as a
series of simple recipes, this book gives you insight into specific language
features in a particular context. Having a tangible context helps make the
language or a given standard library feature easier to understand. This book
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comes with 133 recipes on the latest version of Python 3.8. The recipes will
benefit everyone, from beginners just starting out with Python to experts. You'll
not only learn Python programming concepts but also how to build complex
applications. The recipes will touch upon all necessary Python concepts related
to data structures, object oriented programming, functional programming, and
statistical programming. You will get acquainted with the nuances of Python
syntax and how to effectively take advantage of it. By the end of this Python
book, you will be equipped with knowledge of testing, web services,
configuration, and application integration tips and tricks. You will be armed with
the knowledge of how to create applications with flexible logging, powerful
configuration, command-line options, automated unit tests, and good
documentation. What you will learn See the intricate details of the Python syntax
and how to use it to your advantage Improve your coding with Python readability
through functions Manipulate data effectively using built-in data structures Get
acquainted with advanced programming techniques in Python Equip yourself with
functional and statistical programming features Write proper tests to be sure a
program works as advertised Integrate application software using Python Who
this book is for The Python book is for web developers, programmers, enterprise
programmers, engineers, and big data scientists. If you are a beginner, this book
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will get you started. If you are experienced, it will expand your knowledge base. A
basic knowledge of programming would help.
The second edition of this best-selling Python book (over 500,000 copies sold!)
uses Python 3 to teach even the technically uninclined how to write programs
that do in minutes what would take hours to do by hand. There is no prior
programming experience required and the book is loved by liberal arts majors
and geeks alike. If you've ever spent hours renaming files or updating hundreds
of spreadsheet cells, you know how tedious tasks like these can be. But what if
you could have your computer do them for you? In this fully revised second
edition of the best-selling classic Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, you'll
learn how to use Python to write programs that do in minutes what would take
you hours to do by hand--no prior programming experience required. You'll learn
the basics of Python and explore Python's rich library of modules for performing
specific tasks, like scraping data off websites, reading PDF and Word
documents, and automating clicking and typing tasks. The second edition of this
international fan favorite includes a brand-new chapter on input validation, as well
as tutorials on automating Gmail and Google Sheets, plus tips on automatically
updating CSV files. You'll learn how to create programs that effortlessly perform
useful feats of automation to: • Search for text in a file or across multiple files •
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Create, update, move, and rename files and folders • Search the Web and
download online content • Update and format data in Excel spreadsheets of any
size • Split, merge, watermark, and encrypt PDFs • Send email responses and
text notifications • Fill out online forms Step-by-step instructions walk you through
each program, and updated practice projects at the end of each chapter
challenge you to improve those programs and use your newfound skills to
automate similar tasks. Don't spend your time doing work a well-trained monkey
could do. Even if you've never written a line of code, you can make your
computer do the grunt work. Learn how in Automate the Boring Stuff with Python,
2nd Edition.
An indispensable collection of practical tips and real-world advice for tackling
common Python problems and taking your code to the next level. Features
interviews with high-profile Python developers who share their tips, tricks, best
practices, and real-world advice gleaned from years of experience. Sharpen your
Python skills as you dive deep into the Python programming language with
Serious Python. You'll cover a range of advanced topics like multithreading and
memorization, get advice from experts on things like designing APIs and dealing
with databases, and learn Python internals to help you gain a deeper
understanding of the language itself. Written for developers and experienced
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programmers, Serious Python brings together over 15 years of Python
experience to teach you how to avoid common mistakes, write code more
efficiently, and build better programs in less time. As you make your way through
the book's extensive tutorials, you'll learn how to start a project and tackle topics
like versioning, layouts, coding style, and automated checks. You'll learn how to
package your software for distribution, optimize performance, use the right data
structures, define functions efficiently, pick the right libraries, build future-proof
programs, and optimize your programs down to the bytecode. You'll also learn
how to: - Make and use effective decorators and methods, including abstract,
static, and class methods - Employ Python for functional programming using
generators, pure functions, and functional functions - Extend flake8 to work with
the abstract syntax tree (AST) to introduce more sophisticated automatic checks
into your programs - Apply dynamic performance analysis to identify bottlenecks
in your code - Work with relational databases and effectively manage and stream
data with PostgreSQL If you've been looking for a way to take your Python skills
from good to great, Serious Python will help you get there. Learn from the
experts and get seriously good at Python with Serious Python!
This book is suitable for use in a university-level first course in computing (CS1),
as well as the increasingly popular course known as CS0. It is difficult for many
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students to master basic concepts in computer science and programming. A
large portion of the confusion can be blamed on the complexity of the tools and
materials that are traditionally used to teach CS1 and CS2. This textbook was
written with a single overarching goal: to present the core concepts of computer
science as simply as possible without being simplistic.
Python 3 is the best version of the language yet: It is more powerful, convenient, consistent,
and expressive than ever before. Now, leading Python programmer Mark Summerfield
demonstrates how to write code that takes full advantage of Python 3’s features and idioms.
The first book written from a completely “Python 3” viewpoint, Programming in Python 3 brings
together all the knowledge you need to write any program, use any standard or third-party
Python 3 library, and create new library modules of your own. Summerfield draws on his many
years of Python experience to share deep insights into Python 3 development you won’t find
anywhere else. He begins by illuminating Python’s “beautiful heart”: the eight key elements of
Python you need to write robust, high-performance programs. Building on these core elements,
he introduces new topics designed to strengthen your practical expertise—one concept and
hands-on example at a time. This book’s coverage includes Developing in Python using
procedural, object-oriented, and functional programming paradigms Creating custom packages
and modules Writing and reading binary, text, and XML files, including optional compression,
random access, and text and XML parsing Leveraging advanced data types, collections,
control structures, and functions Spreading program workloads across multiple processes and
threads Programming SQL databases and key-value DBM files Utilizing Python’s regular
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expression mini-language and module Building usable, efficient, GUI-based applications
Advanced programming techniques, including generators, function and class decorators,
context managers, descriptors, abstract base classes, metaclasses, and more Programming in
Python 3 serves as both tutorial and language reference, and it is accompanied by extensive
downloadable example code—all of it tested with the final version of Python 3 on Windows,
Linux, and Mac OS X.
Perkovic's Introduction to Programming Using Python provides an imperative-first introduction
to Python focusing on computer applications and the process of developing them. The text
helps develop computational thinking skills by covering patterns of how problems can be
broken down and constructively solved to produce an algorithmic solution. The approach is
hands-on and problem oriented. The book also introduces a subset of the Python language
early on to help write small functions. Chapters include an introduction to problem solving
techniques and classical algorithms, problem-solving and programming and ways to apply core
skills to application development.
Python for Software Design is a concise introduction to software design using the Python
programming language. The focus is on the programming process, with special emphasis on
debugging. The book includes a wide range of exercises, from short examples to substantial
projects, so that students have ample opportunity to practice each new concept.
Unleash the power of Python 3 objects About This Book Stop writing scripts and start
architecting programs Learn the latest Python syntax and libraries A practical, hands-on tutorial
that teaches you all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in Python 3
Who This Book Is For If you're new to object-oriented programming techniques, or if you have
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basic Python skills and wish to learn in depth how and when to correctly apply object-oriented
programming in Python to design software, this is the book for you. What You Will Learn
Implement objects in Python by creating classes and defining methods Separate related
objects into a taxonomy of classes and describe the properties and behaviors of those objects
via the class interface Extend class functionality using inheritance Understand when to use
object-oriented features, and more importantly when not to use them Discover what design
patterns are and why they are different in Python Uncover the simplicity of unit testing and why
it's so important in Python Grasp common concurrency techniques and pitfalls in Python 3
Exploit object-oriented programming in key Python technologies such as Kivy and Django.
Object-oriented programming concurrently with asyncio In Detail Python 3 is more versatile
and easier to use than ever. It runs on all major platforms in a huge array of use cases. Coding
in Python minimizes development time and increases productivity in comparison to other
languages. Clean, maintainable code is easy to both read and write using Python's clear,
concise syntax. Object-oriented programming is a popular design paradigm in which data and
behaviors are encapsulated in such a way that they can be manipulated together. Many
modern programming languages utilize the powerful concepts behind object-oriented
programming and Python is no exception. Starting with a detailed analysis of object-oriented
analysis and design, you will use the Python programming language to clearly grasp key
concepts from the object-oriented paradigm. This book fully explains classes, data
encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, abstraction, and exceptions with an emphasis on
when you can use each principle to develop well-designed software. You'll get an in-depth
analysis of many common object-oriented design patterns that are more suitable to Python's
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unique style. This book will not just teach Python syntax, but will also build your confidence in
how to program. You will also learn how to create maintainable applications by studying higher
level design patterns. Following this, you'll learn the complexities of string and file
manipulation, and how Python distinguishes between binary and textual data. Not one, but two
very powerful automated testing systems will be introduced in the book. After you discover the
joy of unit testing and just how easy it can be, you'll study higher level libraries such as
database connectors and GUI toolkits and learn how they uniquely apply object-oriented
principles. You'll learn how these principles will allow you to make greater use of key members
of the Python eco-system such as Django and Kivy. This new edition includes all the topics
that made Python 3 Object-oriented Programming an instant Packt classic. It's also packed
with updated content to reflect recent changes in the core Python library and covers modern
third-party packages that were not available on the Python 3 platform when the book was first
published. Style and approach Throughout the book you will learn key object-oriented
programming techniques demonstrated by comprehensive case studies in the context of a
larger project.
The second edition of the best-selling Python book in the world (over 1 million copies sold!). A
fast-paced, no-nonsense guide to programming in Python. Updated and thoroughly revised to
reflect the latest in Python code and practices. Python Crash Course is the world's best-selling
guide to the Python programming language. This fast-paced, thorough introduction to
programming with Python will have you writing programs, solving problems, and making things
that work in no time. In the first half of the book, you'll learn basic programming concepts, such
as variables, lists, classes, and loops, and practice writing clean code with exercises for each
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topic. You'll also learn how to make your programs interactive and test your code safely before
adding it to a project. In the second half, you'll put your new knowledge into practice with three
substantial projects: a Space Invaders-inspired arcade game, a set of data visualizations with
Python's handy libraries, and a simple web app you can deploy online. As you work through
the book, you'll learn how to: • Use powerful Python libraries and tools, including Pygame,
Matplotlib, Plotly, and Django • Make 2D games that respond to keypresses and mouse clicks,
and that increase in difficulty • Use data to generate interactive visualizations • Create and
customize web apps and deploy them safely online • Deal with mistakes and errors so you can
solve your own programming problems If you've been thinking about digging into programming,
Python Crash Course will get you writing real programs fast. Why wait any longer? Start your
engines and code!
Get complete instructions for manipulating, processing, cleaning, and crunching datasets in
Python. Updated for Python 3.6, the second edition of this hands-on guide is packed with
practical case studies that show you how to solve a broad set of data analysis problems
effectively. You’ll learn the latest versions of pandas, NumPy, IPython, and Jupyter in the
process. Written by Wes McKinney, the creator of the Python pandas project, this book is a
practical, modern introduction to data science tools in Python. It’s ideal for analysts new to
Python and for Python programmers new to data science and scientific computing. Data files
and related material are available on GitHub. Use the IPython shell and Jupyter notebook for
exploratory computing Learn basic and advanced features in NumPy (Numerical Python) Get
started with data analysis tools in the pandas library Use flexible tools to load, clean, transform,
merge, and reshape data Create informative visualizations with matplotlib Apply the pandas
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groupby facility to slice, dice, and summarize datasets Analyze and manipulate regular and
irregular time series data Learn how to solve real-world data analysis problems with thorough,
detailed examples
Violent Python shows you how to move from a theoretical understanding of offensive
computing concepts to a practical implementation. Instead of relying on another attacker’s
tools, this book will teach you to forge your own weapons using the Python programming
language. This book demonstrates how to write Python scripts to automate large-scale network
attacks, extract metadata, and investigate forensic artifacts. It also shows how to write code to
intercept and analyze network traffic using Python, craft and spoof wireless frames to attack
wireless and Bluetooth devices, and how to data-mine popular social media websites and
evade modern anti-virus. Demonstrates how to write Python scripts to automate large-scale
network attacks, extract metadata, and investigate forensic artifacts Write code to intercept and
analyze network traffic using Python. Craft and spoof wireless frames to attack wireless and
Bluetooth devices Data-mine popular social media websites and evade modern anti-virus
"Havill's problem-driven approach introduces algorithmic concepts in context and motivates
students with a wide range of interests and backgrounds." -- Janet Davis, Associate Professor
and Microsoft Chair of Computer Science, Whitman College "This book looks really great and
takes exactly the approach I think should be used for a CS 1 course. I think it really fills a need
in the textbook landscape." -- Marie desJardins, Dean of the College of Organizational,
Computational, and Information Sciences, Simmons University "Discovering Computer Science
is a refreshing departure from introductory programming texts, offering students a much more
sincere introduction to the breadth and complexity of this ever-growing field." -- James
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Deverick, Senior Lecturer, The College of William and Mary "This unique introduction to the
science of computing guides students through broad and universal approaches to problem
solving in a variety of contexts and their ultimate implementation as computer programs." -Daniel Kaplan, DeWitt Wallace Professor, Macalester College Discovering Computer Science:
Interdisciplinary Problems, Principles, and Python Programming is a problem-oriented
introduction to computational problem solving and programming in Python, appropriate for a
first course for computer science majors, a more targeted disciplinary computing course or, at
a slower pace, any introductory computer science course for a general audience. Realizing
that an organization around language features only resonates with a narrow audience, this
textbook instead connects programming to students’ prior interests using a range of authentic
problems from the natural and social sciences and the digital humanities. The presentation
begins with an introduction to the problem-solving process, contextualizing programming as an
essential component. Then, as the book progresses, each chapter guides students through
solutions to increasingly complex problems, using a spiral approach to introduce Python
language features. The text also places programming in the context of fundamental computer
science principles, such as abstraction, efficiency, testing, and algorithmic techniques, offering
glimpses of topics that are traditionally put off until later courses. This book contains 30 welldeveloped independent projects that encourage students to explore questions across
disciplinary boundaries, over 750 homework exercises, and 300 integrated reflection questions
engage students in problem solving and active reading. The accompanying website —
https://www.discoveringcs.net — includes more advanced content, solutions to selected
exercises, sample code and data files, and pointers for further exploration.
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The new edition of an introductory text that teaches students the art of computational problem
solving, covering topics ranging from simple algorithms to information visualization. This book
introduces students with little or no prior programming experience to the art of computational
problem solving using Python and various Python libraries, including PyLab. It provides
students with skills that will enable them to make productive use of computational techniques,
including some of the tools and techniques of data science for using computation to model and
interpret data. The book is based on an MIT course (which became the most popular course
offered through MIT's OpenCourseWare) and was developed for use not only in a conventional
classroom but in in a massive open online course (MOOC). This new edition has been updated
for Python 3, reorganized to make it easier to use for courses that cover only a subset of the
material, and offers additional material including five new chapters. Students are introduced to
Python and the basics of programming in the context of such computational concepts and
techniques as exhaustive enumeration, bisection search, and efficient approximation
algorithms. Although it covers such traditional topics as computational complexity and simple
algorithms, the book focuses on a wide range of topics not found in most introductory texts,
including information visualization, simulations to model randomness, computational
techniques to understand data, and statistical techniques that inform (and misinform) as well
as two related but relatively advanced topics: optimization problems and dynamic
programming. This edition offers expanded material on statistics and machine learning and
new chapters on Frequentist and Bayesian statistics.
A guide to the programming language describes how to build Python-enabled Web servers and
applications, write mobile apps on the Android platform, develop sophisticated games, build
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GUI-based programs, and write Python scripts to automate tasks.
Want to learn the Python language without slogging your way through how-to manuals? With
Head First Python, you’ll quickly grasp Python’s fundamentals, working with the built-in data
structures and functions. Then you’ll move on to building your very own webapp, exploring
database management, exception handling, and data wrangling. If you’re intrigued by what
you can do with context managers, decorators, comprehensions, and generators, it’s all here.
This second edition is a complete learning experience that will help you become a bonafide
Python programmer in no time. Why does this book look so different? Based on the latest
research in cognitive science and learning theory, Head First Pythonuses a visually rich format
to engage your mind, rather than a text-heavy approach that puts you to sleep. Why waste
your time struggling with new concepts? This multi-sensory learning experience is designed for
the way your brain really works.
This book follows a standard tutorial approach with approximately 750 code samples spread
through the 19 chapters. This amounts to over 5,900 lines of code that illustrate each concept.
This book is aimed at programmers who have already learned the basics of object-oriented
Python and need to write more sophisticated, flexible code that integrates seamlessly with the
rest of Python. This book assumes a computer science background, with experience of
common Python design patterns.
A user-friendly, object-oriented language, Python is quickly becoming the favorite introductory
programming language among students and instructors. Many find Python to be a more lucid
language than Java but with much of the functionality and therefore the ideal first language for
those entering the world of Computer Science. Python Programming in Context is a clear,
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accessible introduction to the fundamental programming and problem solving concepts
necessary for students at this level. The authors carefully build upon the many important
computer science concepts and problem solving techniques throughout the text and offer
relevant, real-world examples and exercises to reinforce key material. Programming skills
throughout the text are linked to applied areas such as Image Processing, Cryptography,
Astronomy, Music, the Internet, and Bioinformatics, giving students a well rounded look of its
capabilities.
Python Essential Reference is the definitive reference guide to the Python programming
language — the one authoritative handbook that reliably untangles and explains both the core
Python language and the most essential parts of the Python library. Designed for the
professional programmer, the book is concise, to the point, and highly accessible. It also
includes detailed information on the Python library and many advanced subjects that is not
available in either the official Python documentation or any other single reference source.
Thoroughly updated to reflect the significant new programming language features and library
modules that have been introduced in Python 2.6 and Python 3, the fourth edition of Python
Essential Reference is the definitive guide for programmers who need to modernize existing
Python code or who are planning an eventual migration to Python 3. Programmers starting a
new Python project will find detailed coverage of contemporary Python programming idioms.
This fourth edition of Python Essential Reference features numerous improvements, additions,
and updates: Coverage of new language features, libraries, and modules Practical coverage of
Python's more advanced features including generators, coroutines, closures, metaclasses, and
decorators Expanded coverage of library modules related to concurrent programming including
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threads, subprocesses, and the new multiprocessing module Up-to-the-minute coverage of
how to use Python 2.6’s forward compatibility mode to evaluate code for Python 3
compatibility Improved organization for even faster answers and better usability Updates to
reflect modern Python programming style and idioms Updated and improved example code
Deep coverage of low-level system and networking library modules — including options not
covered in the standard documentation
Create succinct and expressive implementations with functional programming in Python Key
Features Learn how to choose between imperative and functional approaches based on
expressiveness, clarity, and performance Get familiar with complex concepts such as monads,
concurrency, and immutability Apply functional Python to common Exploratory Data Analysis
(EDA) programming problems Book Description If you’re a Python developer who wants to
discover how to take the power of functional programming (FP) and bring it into your own
programs, then this book is essential for you, even if you know next to nothing about the
paradigm. Starting with a general overview of functional concepts, you’ll explore common
functional features such as first-class and higher-order functions, pure functions, and more.
You’ll see how these are accomplished in Python 3.6 to give you the core foundations you’ll
build upon. After that, you’ll discover common functional optimizations for Python to help your
apps reach even higher speeds. You’ll learn FP concepts such as lazy evaluation using
Python’s generator functions and expressions. Moving forward, you’ll learn to design and
implement decorators to create composite functions. You'll also explore data preparation
techniques and data exploration in depth, and see how the Python standard library fits the
functional programming model. Finally, to top off your journey into the world of functional
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Python, you’ll at look at the PyMonad project and some larger examples to put everything into
perspective. What you will learn Use Python's generator functions and generator expressions
to work with collections in a non-strict (or lazy) manner Utilize Python library modules including
itertools, functools, multiprocessing, and concurrent features to ensure efficient functional
programs Use Python strings with object-oriented suffix notation and prefix notation Avoid
stateful classes with families of tuples Design and implement decorators to create composite
functions Use functions such as max(), min(), map(), filter(), and sorted() Write higher-order
functions Who this book is for This book is for Python developers who would like to perform
Functional programming with Python. Python Programming knowledge is assumed.
Easy to understand and fun to read, this updated edition of Introducing Python is ideal for
beginning programmers as well as those new to the language. Author Bill Lubanovic takes you
from the basics to more involved and varied topics, mixing tutorials with cookbook-style code
recipes to explain concepts in Python 3. End-of-chapter exercises help you practice what
you’ve learned. You’ll gain a strong foundation in the language, including best practices for
testing, debugging, code reuse, and other development tips. This book also shows you how to
use Python for applications in business, science, and the arts, using various Python tools and
open source packages.
If you want to learn how to program but dont know where to start, this is the right book and the
right language for you. From the first page, our self-paced approach will help you build
competence and confidence in your programming skills. And Python is the best language ever
for learning how to program because of its simplicity and breadthtwo features that are hard to
find in a single language. But this isnt just a book for beginners! Our self-paced approach also
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works for experienced programmers, helping you learn Python faster and better than youve
ever learned a language before. By the time youre through, you will have mastered the key
Python skills that are needed on the job, including those for object-oriented, database, and GUI
programming. To make all of this possible, section 1 presents an 8-chapter course that will get
anyone off to a great start with Python. Section 2 builds on that base by presenting the other
essential skills that every Python programmer should have. Section 3 shows you how to
develop object-oriented programs, a critical skillset in todays world. And section 4 shows you
how to apply all of the skills that youve already learned as you build database and GUI
programs for the real world.
Build it with Python, the popular and batteries-included programming tool Key Features ? Get
familiar with the fundamentals of Python. ? Understand the OOP paradigm and learn to write
your custom object classes. ? Explore tools and techniques to measure code execution for
Performance Optimization. ? Understand how Python is used in the main Cryptographic
mechanisms. Description “Python In-Depth” gives you a detailed presentation of the
possibilities for solving everyday problems, even complex ones using Python. You will begin by
setting up Python in your system and then learn about the fundamentals of Python so that you
have a rock-solid foundation to build upon. You will explore the foundations of Python
programming, such as the built-in data types, functions, objects and classes, files, etc. You will
then explore the different programming paradigms such as OOP, Functional, and Concurrent,
and find the best approach given a situation. You will also learn how to utilize an interchange
format to exchange data and understand how to carry out performance optimization, effective
debugging, and security, among other techniques. Towards the end, you will enjoy two
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chapters dedicated to two domains where Python usage is currently very strong: Data Science
and Web Development. What will you learn ? Learn how to improve your Python Code Quality.
? Explore the techniques and frameworks for Python GUI Programming. ? Solve Data Science
and Machine Learning problems using Python. ? Get familiar with Python web frameworks;
Django and Flask. Who this book is for This book is for anyone who is new to Software
Development and wants to learn Python. Existing Python users can also use this book for a
quick reference for the fundamentals and the features introduced in Python 3.7. Table of
Contents 1. Getting Started with Python 2. Program Flow and Error Handling 3. Functions,
Modules, and Functional Programming 4. Useful Modules and Libraries 5. Object Orientation
6. Decorators and Iterators 7. Files and Data Persistence 8. Context Managers 9. Performance
Optimization 10. Cryptography 11. Concurrent Execution 12. Logging and Debugging 13. Code
Style and Quality Assurance 14. Code Packaging and Dependencies 15. GUI Programming
16. Web Development 17. Data Science
If you need help writing programs in Python 3, or want to update older Python 2 code, this
book is just the ticket. Packed with practical recipes written and tested with Python 3.3, this
unique cookbook is for experienced Python programmers who want to focus on modern tools
and idioms. Inside, you’ll find complete recipes for more than a dozen topics, covering the
core Python language as well as tasks common to a wide variety of application domains. Each
recipe contains code samples you can use in your projects right away, along with a discussion
about how and why the solution works. Topics include: Data Structures and Algorithms Strings
and Text Numbers, Dates, and Times Iterators and Generators Files and I/O Data Encoding
and Processing Functions Classes and Objects Metaprogramming Modules and Packages
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Network and Web Programming Concurrency Utility Scripting and System Administration
Testing, Debugging, and Exceptions C Extensions
This Python coding book will help you understand the problems that arise due to inefficient
code, demonstrating to you how to correct them.
By taking you through the development of a real web application from beginning to end, the
second edition of this hands-on guide demonstrates the practical advantages of test-driven
development (TDD) with Python. You’ll learn how to write and run tests before building each
part of your app, and then develop the minimum amount of code required to pass those tests.
The result? Clean code that works. In the process, you’ll learn the basics of Django, Selenium,
Git, jQuery, and Mock, along with current web development techniques. If you’re ready to take
your Python skills to the next level, this book—updated for Python 3.6—clearly demonstrates
how TDD encourages simple designs and inspires confidence. Dive into the TDD workflow,
including the unit test/code cycle and refactoring Use unit tests for classes and functions, and
functional tests for user interactions within the browser Learn when and how to use mock
objects, and the pros and cons of isolated vs. integrated tests Test and automate your
deployments with a staging server Apply tests to the third-party plugins you integrate into your
site Run tests automatically by using a Continuous Integration environment Use TDD to build a
REST API with a front-end Ajax interface
Demonstrates the programming language's strength as a Web development tool, covering
syntax, data types, built-ins, the Python standard module library, and real world examples.
Python’s simplicity lets you become productive quickly, but this often means you aren’t using
everything it has to offer. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how to write effective, idiomatic
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Python code by leveraging its best—and possibly most neglected—features. Author Luciano
Ramalho takes you through Python’s core language features and libraries, and shows you
how to make your code shorter, faster, and more readable at the same time. Many
experienced programmers try to bend Python to fit patterns they learned from other languages,
and never discover Python features outside of their experience. With this book, those Python
programmers will thoroughly learn how to become proficient in Python 3. This book covers:
Python data model: understand how special methods are the key to the consistent behavior of
objects Data structures: take full advantage of built-in types, and understand the text vs bytes
duality in the Unicode age Functions as objects: view Python functions as first-class objects,
and understand how this affects popular design patterns Object-oriented idioms: build classes
by learning about references, mutability, interfaces, operator overloading, and multiple
inheritance Control flow: leverage context managers, generators, coroutines, and concurrency
with the concurrent.futures and asyncio packages Metaprogramming: understand how
properties, attribute descriptors, class decorators, and metaclasses work
The fast and easy way to learn Python programming and statistics Python is a general-purpose
programming language created in the late 1980s—and named after Monty Python—that's used
by thousands of people to do things from testing microchips at Intel, to powering Instagram, to
building video games with the PyGame library. Python For Data Science For Dummies is
written for people who are new to data analysis, and discusses the basics of Python data
analysis programming and statistics. The book also discusses Google Colab, which makes it
possible to write Python code in the cloud. Get started with data science and Python Visualize
information Wrangle data Learn from data The book provides the statistical background
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needed to get started in data science programming, including probability, random distributions,
hypothesis testing, confidence intervals, and building regression models for prediction.
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